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MARCO AMEDANI
Born in Brescia in 1984, his training began in a scientific context.
Always fascinated by the form in its emotional representations, he turns towards architecture, at the Polytechnic of Milan. Moved by the passion
for the aesthetics of space, he arrives at Laba, Academy of Fine Arts in Brescia, to devote himself to set design.
Already in his early years he was passionate about light, the creative source of form itself. In all his installation works, especially in the theatrical
field and related to events, he dedicates a primary importance to the light source, creating new ways of interpreting the lighting and at the same
time the absence of the same, arriving to create lighting bodies of palpable emotional strength.
After gaining experience in the field as a lighting technician, ranging in different areas that encompass the theater, cultural events and events,
now deals with Lighting Design.
The Light is then translated into the artistic field: two-dimensional works frame the same painting supports while site-specific installations modify
the space influencing it.
His research is based on years of work aimed at achieving a clean and pulsating language, trying to eliminate elements of distraction in order
to create an immediate form of language with which to be emotionally very close to the user of the installations. In recent years, to accentuate
even more this desire for proximity to man, he creates installations based on very intuitive interactive systems, where he leaves total space for
the person’s choice, making it an integral part of the work, coming to totally eliminate his colorimetric vision of space to give it to the users of the
installations themselves. His work then becomes a study on the relationships between people, through a form of non-verbal communication but
on an emotional level, a work that seeks to break down the boundaries and limits that the language of words brings with it.

HUGFORUS
2020
Social lighting Project
https://www.hugforus.com/
HugForUs was born with the intent of being able to stay close and
exchange hugs through Color and Light. The project was born during
the Covid-19 emergency and the subsequent lockdown period.
These two means of communication make us part of a community that is
discovering to be much larger than what was believed until now.
Through the HugForUs app we will have the opportunity to embrace the
world.
Once you choose your color on the app it will join the hug along with
that of many others. All hugs will be sent to a server that will store them,
creating a colored memory of this time. With HugForus we can show our
closeness while staying at home.
The colors and our hugs can be seen in all the cities of the world that
will join the initiative.
A collective worldwide hug, a symbol of solidarity, union and support.

Colors sent during the Festival of Science in Genoa

Festival of Science - Genoa Ott.2020
Watch Video

O Hue - GestoZero - Brescia Cremona Bergamo 2020/2021

HUG
2019
Site-specific installation, Lumina 2019, 01/12/19 - 08/01/2020
Brescia, Italy
n.9 RGB custom fixtures, metal sheet
Hug to deepen the dynamics of interpersonal relationships, going to
create moments of forced encounter in an environment of passage
where usually we do not linger.
Through their smarthphone, visitors will be able to select a color that
will be sent to the lighting fixtures.
Once selected the color, this will slowly cover the entire structure,
going to overlap the current colors; reimposed the entire surface of
this embrace of uniform light, the surface will fade again, leaving
the selected color in the two central panels of the structure, moving
the previous colors outward. We will thus find ourselves in front of
our color, embraced in turn by other colors, in this continuous and
potentially infinite embrace.
The very shape of the installation, an arc of a circle, creates a focal
point at the center, embracing the user and immersing him in his
Light, but also in the Lights of others, which will merge into a single
color given by the sum of all the colors present.
“Hug” wants to give everyone, without any kind of limitation of age
or language, an embrace composed of their own Light and that of
others, wants to help us understand how we, and consequently our
choices, we do not sail in a dark ocean but we are immersed in a sea
of Light, those of all.
Hug is the second installation of a wider project,
“CollectColorsWithMe”: all the colors collected during the installation
will be returned through a website built specifically for the project.

Foto: Alberto Petrò

SPACE INVADERS
2019
Site-specific Installation, LIGHT MOVE FESTIVAL 2019
Łódź, Polonia
n.18 RGBW fixtures, 5 tablets, interactive system / color picker
The installation is based on the desire to explore in a new light the theme of interpersonal
relationships. Each of us has its own identity, with its own peculiarities, its own color. Become
aware through the use of light of how there are no boundaries between people, how each color
fades into the other in a democratic and balanced way, leaving intact the individual identities
and creating a community composed of the nuances of all.
Space Invaders is the first installation of the project “CollectColorsWithMe”: all the colors
collected during the installation will be returned through a website built specifically for the
project.

VANITY FLARE
2015
Site-specific installation for the 3rd Gardesano Festival of Youth Creativity.
Former cotton. Municipality of Villanuova.
n.11 panels (150x150 cm) in white PVC with neon light
The opaque reflection of a vain life lived in one’s own ego, the tiny sensation of feeling good, the
aberration of visual perception from the rest of the world.
Light becomes an environment.
It blinds you.
Kind.
Vanity Flare is now owned by the Alma Artis Academy in Pisa.
Published on the website of Peroni, the world leader in stagecraft materials.

open house
2015
Site-specific installation, Via Torpignattara, 169 - Rome for RGB Light Fest
Red neon sign
In a street definitely atypical and heterogeneous, where the pizzeria and the kebabbar deliver
products with scooters of the Italian Post Office, where the urban night light flattens and makes
everything ugly, we find a frame for the Sky.
Let’s open (or close...?) a “house”, to show all possible buyers what Heaven is from here.

LINE 1
2016
Blu strip Led, White PVC
150x150 cm

Blue study on Light and its way of showing itself. The reflection is
made by individual distinct light sources that manage to create, by
mixing on the surface, a perfect shade of Light. The long black line
that crosses the gaze loses depth and becomes a border between
two regions, dividing a unitary space into a fragmented space. It
becomes a two-dimensional focal point inside a space that we
know to be three-dimensional, a censorship that divides, a line that
separates. Only by changing the point of view will we be able to
return to perceive the three-dimensionality of the work, distorting
the perspective and forcing us to look at the reflection of Light to
return to seeing the surface as unique and indivisible.
Small single entities are shown with their brightness going to create
something unique, where the gaze of the observer ranges in the
nuance of Light of his own reflected image.

Another shape of a Line
With a little bit of Vanity
2015
Striscia di led, PVC bianco
70x140 cm

Take another little piece of my Line now, baby!
2016
Led strip, PVC white
100x47 cm

Devoted to the Woman who with her sweet warm hug welcomes me just touching me, protects me
in the Light, accompanies me in the Journey.
Two lines of white light approach, creating a contact, a bond.
White light as the color of purity, whiteness, benevolent and protective power.

CALL YOUR SPECIAL FRANCI
October 27, 28, 29, 2017
Site-specific installation in via della Maranella 1 - Rome for RGB Light Experience Festival.
telephone booths
When Morpheus calls, the Ego sleeps.
When Morpheus calls, it calls the/your/? Franci/Franci/? special.
“Hi how are you?”
“It’s 5 a.m., I was sleeping... and don’t walk around Rome in your underwear that you’re not
dreaming”
Taken from a real lucid dream, no bystanders were harmed by the sight of the subject in his un-

Marco Amedani is back in the second edition of RGB, with Call your special
Franci (not mine please), a work inspired by a lucid dream. This personal
experience becomes a metaphor for the change that has occurred in recent
decades in the field of communication between people. The artist draws
attention to the telephone booth, an object now in disuse, to make the
public reflect on the importance of spoken communication.
The installation has two illuminated telephone booths inside, the strong
light produces a momentary isolation in the user, accentuated by the
change in the perception of colors inside the cabin itself. A sudden change
of perspective, which at the end of the stay in the cabin, leads to a gradual
recovery of the normal color vision and the return to the common space.

Virgin vanity
2016
Site-specific installation for Chunk2. Opencall for artists
Hall of Santi Filippo e Giacomo, Brescia
n. 21 panels (160x80 cm) in white PVC with neon light
Two parallel lines meet. In the fusion of Light, in the chromatic exchange, in the creation of
something else from what they are. Two parallel lines meet in the Infinity of Light.
Selected for DISCOMFORT curated by Team Cäef - LOCALEDUE (Bologna)

WHERE IS MY LINE
2016
Led strip, PVC bianco
100x47 cm

JADE (‘S) PRISON
August 26 - September 24, 2017
Site-specific installation for
IX Biennial of Soncino, A Marco
n. 16 white PVC panels with neon light
Jade’s prison made of Jade, for Jade. The reflections - inducing reflections - change chromatically, making one participate in this precious prison.
A cell with an open door, where Giada can show her color without bars but from which she can’t get out, to contaminate, to communicate.
The sharp edges, the clean lines, in contrast with the curved shapes. The light that dazzles and attracts at the same time softens and creates a
new identity for the space. A place to respect, to know.
Diffused Light is emitted in a very small sector of the visible light spectrum, causing people to lose track of colors as they are really perceived. To
see with different eyes, even for a few minutes, the reality of everyday life. To see with Jade’s eyes.

PROJECTS

Rust(ed) Virgin
2017
Project for the site-specific installation for Light Motiv residence
curated by RGB Light Experience - Roma Glocal Brightness
New Cinema Palazzo, Rome
25 neon 723 Virgin Blue, 25 neon 777 Rust
The staircase, intended as a means to change altitude from A to
B, leads to reflections on ascent and descent (heaven and hell).
The chromatic distortion, the inversion of the names of the jellies
on the wall, lead to the disconnection of the typical vision of ascent
and descent, a path that through the sum of Light leads to a global
journey accompanied by our Rust(ed) Virgin.
A path that recreates the true essence of relational exchanges, of
everyday life made of nuances and influences, where the change
of altitude is not a symptom of good or bad but only part of the
personal journey. Where the color that dazzles you blends with
something unseen and unknown.

LITTLE BLUE LINE
Little Blue Line accompanies the visitor’s gaze in this ideal ascent towards a boundless and new space. A thin blue line that tries to reach the top,
that tries to trace a path, that allows us to breathe a different perspective, that allows us to look up.
So we cross it, we observe it from different angles, we find it above us but it is not accessible.

close the line
2018
Design for site-specific installation
Amsterdam Light Festival 2018.

for

Okay, it’s 2018. Relationships between
people are mostly filtered by our cell phone
screen. It’s a way to communicate with each
other, but something is missing: our faces,
our gestures, our scents.
However, the most serious lack remains that
of our coordinate; we communicate every day
through a network without knowing where
the interlocutor is. This may cause some
confusion in our minds: we need to know
where we are.
When we will all be able to recognize our
coordinates, then we will be able to say we
are a real society, where every man has his
place and his entity, showing us how through
close relationships we can reach a goal, close
the circle, oops!, the line!

Let’s examine a nighttime satellite photo of the earth: cities become synapses connected to each other by faint but existing lights. These create
lines that can be traveled by humans, making the synapse-cities closer. Light becomes a medium capable of shortening physical distances,
marking a path and allowing us to travel along it, and mental distances, through the current type of communication (TV, social, etc.), illuminating
us and making us a dynamic part of this network of lights. Our mobile devices like street lighting physically track our location declaring our active
presence in society. We are the Light society: let’s use it to close the many lines still open.

IN THE MIDDLE OF BLUE LINE
2018
site-specific installation for Pomezia Light Festival
Four long blue lines that glow in the dark, arriving or perhaps starting from points in the earth that become luminous, attracting our sight. They
put us in the center. They make us shine by increasing their brightness when we approach to look at them. They envelop us with their Light
making us bearers of it, connecting us to smart cities, incomplete if not totally participated in. A smart city that bases its roots in nature,
following its features.

Center-in center-out
2018

The source of Light is the fulcrum, everything
else is a means to observe it in all its facets.
The habit of being immersed in this thick blanket
of photons leads us not to observe carefully the
various phenomena that it can offer us, that it can
create in a totally unexpected way.
It is necessary to stop for a moment, an instant
just to observe. An instant to impress as in a
photograph what allows us to live every day.
We need calm, a protected and intimate space
where we can afford it. A space where you can
watch, or even better, study the Light without
prejudice.
A private corner of life given over to observation.
The choice of using only reflections and
transparencies to show the Light derives from the
difficulty for the human eye to look directly at the
light source, which risks blinding, even if only for
a few moments, the user.

The right panel Center-In uses the
transparency of the material to impress the
infinite shades of intensity of the Light placed
inside it. It crystallizes on a surface what is
difficult to perceive due to the nature of Light
itself. It is a means to see, a means to study, a
means to grow in a greater awareness of Light.

The left panel Center-Out uses reflections to
diffuse Light. The viewer will be attracted to
this black spot that creates Light, a focal point
unusually in the shadows even though it is
bathed in a bright perfect white. Looking at the
panel from different angles you will be able to
see the reflection of the Light source(s) used,
a way to be able to look at the Light without
being dazzled.

HUEMEn
2018
Site-specific installation for e-Luminate, Cambrige Festival
We are part of the Whole and we don’t realize it, we are single entities but we can’t distinguish ourselves from society. We are all on the same Line.
We are 10880 different small entities, with our own thought, our own history, our own will.
We are single entities with 16,777,216 shades.
Let’s take a step back and we will realize that we are part of a group.
Take 100 steps back and we will realize that we are part of the Whole.
We, 10880 different small entities, have made a choice.
A choice that no one can change but ourselves.
A collector of colors and nuances, at the same time the line will become the result of a real democratic choice, where every single voice, every single
nuance, contributes to the final result.
There are no tricks, the Light does not cheat. The Light changes and creates something else in a completely natural way. The Light does not choose a
priori. Light has no boundaries.
The idea stems from the process of reducing the concept of participation, of society, to a minimum, in order to tangibly show the individual personal
identities and at the same time the entirety of the group.

Marco amedani
Brescia, 1984
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EDUCATION
_ 2019 Postgraduate course in Lighting Design. IDI Italian Design Institute
_ 2010 Diploma in scenography 110/110 cum laude. L.A.B.A. Free Academy of Fine Arts Brescia
_ 2004 - 2007 Three-year course in Architecture. Polytechnic of Milan

EXHIBITIONS
_ 13 December 2020 - 13 January 2021 Lumina, Carme, Brescia
October 22, 2020 Festival of Science, Genoa
_ August 01 - September 20 / October 01 - November 1 Gesto Zero, Museo Santa Giulia, Brescia / Museo del Violino, Cremona
_ December 01, 2019 - January 07, 2020 Lumina, Carme, Brescia
_ September 27, 28, 29, 2019 Light Move Festival, Łódź, Poland
_ August 24 - September 30, 2019 X Biennale di Soncino, A Marco curated by Demis Martinelli. Soncino, Cremona
_ October 27, 28, 29, 2017 RGB Light Experience Festival. Rome
_ September 8, 2017 DISCOMFORT curated by Team Cäef. LOCALEDUE. Bologna.
_ August 26 - September 24, 2017 IX Biennale di Soncino, A Marco curated by Quartiere3. Soncino, Cremona
_ August 14 - October 15, 2016 Mater Dei. From mystery revealed to maternity as essence curated by Renata Coltrini and Albano Morandi,
with the participation of Paolo Bolpagni, Sara Liuzzi, Maria Cristina Maccarinelli and Elena di Raddo. Leonesia Foundation. Puegnago del Garda

_ from June 26 to August 7, 2016 The Collection of an Eccentric Prince curated by Renata Coltrini and Albano Morandi. Leonesia Foundation.
Puegnago del Garda
_ from June 18 to July 2, 2016 Chunk2. Opencall for artists curated by Team Cäef. Sala Santi Filippo e Giacomo, Brescia
_ from May 17 2015 to July 26 2015 3rd Gardesano Festival of Youth Creativity curated by Maria Cristina Maccarinelli, Albano Morandi e
Alberto Zanchetta. Former cotton mill CBO. Municipality of Villanuova.
_ May 2015 RGB Lightfest. Rome.
_ 2013 7 sins by Sara Apostoli, APindustria, Brescia.

TEXTS AND CATALOGS
_ GestoZero. Istantanee 2020. August 2020
_ X Biennale di Soncino. A Marco, August 2019
_ Light art in Italy. Temporary installations 2016-2017, Gisella Gellini
_ IX Biennale di Soncino. A Marco, Quartiere3, Agosto 2017
_ Mater Dei, Da mistero rivelato a maternità come essenza, Fondazione Vittorio Leonesio, October 2016
_ Chunk2. Open call for artists, June 2016
_ Meccaniche della Meraviglia 10, Terzo festival gardesano della creatività giovanile.Maria Cristina Maccarinelli,Fondazione Leonesia.Giugno 2015

